YEAR 5 NEWSLETTER
Deadly Beast Cakes – Learning Log homework

WEEK BEGINNING:

5RP - For their learning log homework, Year 5 were set the challenge of
baking a Deadly Beast themed cake. Many fantastic and imaginative creations
came in over two weeks and it was very difficult to select the winners from each
class, especially when they all tasted so good! The children enjoyed a tasting session where they got to treat their friends to a slice of cake and praise each other on
their magnificent creations.
5MC - 5MC had some spectacular entries to the Deadly Beast cake competition. I hardly dared to enter the classroom as there was a large infestation of
snakes and spiders from Jasmine, Lana, Jessica, Kezia, Jack, Mia, Olivia, George,
Luke, Callum and Evie. We also had some lizards from Migle, lions and tigers from
Zack, Sophie, Faith, Jamie and Loki, a jellyfish from Cameron, a polar bear from
Rosie, a crocodile from Isla, some shortbread biscuit animals from Isobel and our
class winner, a rather alarming killer whale jumping out of the ocean from Ben.
5KL - From decorated biscuits to beautifully finished cakes, a sculpted
cheese block to fantastic arrangements of cupcakes, the tables in 5KL have never
looked so inviting. It was clear that the children had really thought about this
Learning Log; the time and effort involved in producing these creations was evident. They tasted great too!
5JH - We had… shark cakes, snakey cakes, frog cakes, spider cakes, shark
biscuits and much much more! We had a whole variety of deadly beasts! Thankfully the cakes were anything but deadly… they were delicious! I look forward to seeing some of our children (and no doubt parents) on Bake Off or Master Chef very
soon.
5LD - In 5LD, we had a cake fest and tasted most of the cakes that had been
made and decorated by the children. They were all delicious! The best tasting ones
were made by Isabel and Josh; the best decorated ones were made by Megan and
Grace. We had snakes, spiders, jellyfish, tigers and a dinosaur – they were all fabulous!
5DW - 5DW have had an amazing time designing, baking, looking and sometimes eating a huge assortment of deadly and some not so deadly beast cakes. I
was overwhelmed by the variety of interesting animals from scary spiders and
buzzing bees to ferocious lions, elegant elephants, sinuous snakes and not quite
petrifying pandas. The amount of effort and pride that the children have taken in
creating these delectable delights is awe inspiring, although there were some casualties along the way as some cakes , along with my diet, sadly perished (into delicious slices).

Pyramid Choir Concert - Palace Theatre, 28th
March 2017

We would like to say a huge thank you to all the parents that supported this
learning log & congratulations everyone who took part!

Ipsley’s Performance Troupe meet every Wednesday after
school from 3.15pm – 4.30pm, for the Palace Theatre Performance we used twenty-four of its fifty members.

Comic Relief - Red Nose Day - Friday 24th March 2017

Performance Troupe decided that they wanted to show two
contrasting songs that would create one meaningful piece.
The songs that were selected have enabled the team to go
on a journey, often discussing the effects of families being
separated when someone has to leave for war.

A great day was enjoyed by all with everyone getting involved in various fund
raising events. Well done to all the staff and pupils who together raised over
£710.00!!

